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Abstract

technique only has a limited capacity to capture the temporal
information within a limited span. Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) respecting temporal dynamics is regarded as a very
promising model for sequential data, such as speech and music [3, 7]. Through the recurrent connections, RNN can capture
some spectral dependencies in data, but the vanishing gradient
problem makes the optimization of RNN very difﬁcult [2].
Speech can be described as a auto-regression process [15].
Through a N order autoregressive model (AR), the current speech frame can be predicted by its limited historical frames
[15]. Unfortunately, in noisy environments, speech is interfered
by noise and its harmonic structure is severely corrupted, which
makes predicting speech in noisy mixture very difﬁcult. However, recent deep neural network (DNN)-based speech separation can successfully separate speech from the noisy mixture
and clearly recover its harmonic structure. Therefore, through
an AR model, we can use the historical separated spectra to
predict the clean spectra. In turn, the predicted spectra can
be fed into the separation model to further improve the separation performance. In this paper, we propose a novel recurrent
network consisting of speech separation networks (SSN) and
auto-regression networks (ARN), denoted as “auto-regressionseparation networks” (ARSN), to jointly model and optimize
the speech auto-regression and separation processes. Then, we
further explore a discriminative training objective and joint optimization method for the ARSN.
We summarize our contributions as follows: 1) proposing
a novel recurrent network exploiting the source auto-regression
for the separation, which can capture the short- and long-term
spectral dependencies in signals; 2) exploring a discriminative
training objective and joint optimization method for the proposed network; 3) relaxing the assumption of independence between speech and noise in the discriminative training objective.

In music interferences condition, source separation is very difﬁcult. In this paper, we propose a novel recurrent network exploiting the auto-regressions of speech and music interference
for source separation. An auto-regression can capture the shortterm temporal dependencies in data to help the source separation. For the separation, we independently separate the magnitude spectra of speech and interference from the mixture spectra by including an extra masking layer in the recurrent network. Compared to directly evaluating the ideal mask, the extra
masking layer relaxes the assumption of independence between
speech and interference which is more suitable for the realworld environments. Using the separated spectra of speech and
interference, we further explore a discriminative training objective and joint optimization framework for the proposed network,
which incorporates the correlations and spectral dependencies
of speech and interference into the separation. Systematic experiments show that the proposed model is competitive with the
state-of-the-art method in singing-voice separations.
Index Terms: source separation, deep recurrent neural networks, discriminative training objective, autoregressive models.

1. Introduction
In realistic environments, the interested signals are usually interfered by noises, which substantially degrades the performances of many applications, such as automatic speech recognition (ASR) and chord recognition [1,9,12,14]. To address this
issue, decades of efforts have been devoted to the source separation, but the separation is still a challenging task in realistic
environments, especially when noise is non-stationary, such as
music interferences, and only one microphone is available.
Source separation aims to segregate the interested sources
from a mixture of signals. It can be naturally formulated as a
supervised learning problem. Recently, supervised source separation has been extensively studied and achieve substantial performance improvements in monaural conditions [10,12,20,24].
Due to speech production mechanisms, speech has prominent short- and long-term spectral dependencies, and presents
obvious harmonic structures and temporal continuities. These
information can be exploited for speech separation. In previous
works [20, 21, 24], a common method is to expand the feature
vector with the neighboring frames or delta features. However,
due to the explosive increase of input feature dimension, this

2. A Structure Overview of ARSN
In this section, we use a speciﬁc example of singing-voice separation, shown in Fig. 1, to describe ARSN’s structure. Typically, a ARSN consists of one SSN, several memory queues and N
order ARNs. The memory queues temporarily store the separated spectra from the SSN according to the time sequence. As the
length of memory queue is limited, the new separated spectra
chronologically squeeze out the old one. The separated spectra
stored in memory queues are fed into the ARNs to predict the
next frame of clean spectra. There are two ARNs in Fig. 1,
one is used for predicting the singing-voice spectra, denoted as
SARN, and the other is used for predicting the music accompaniments spectra, denoted as NARN. In turn, the predicted spec-
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Compared to the direct mask approximation [21], the spectra
approximation is more ﬂexible but has a problem of estimation
of unbounded values [24]. In this paper, we learn the clean magnitude spectra through jointly training the networks with the T-F
masking function. The T-F masking function can be viewed as
a extra layer that is added to the original output of the network
as shown in Fig. 1, which is used to generates the evaluated
separation spectra. We should note that the extra layer is a deterministic layer and has no connective weights to be optimized,
but its resulting outputs are used to compute the error metric for
optimizing the network weights.
Seemingly, we don’t learn the masks for separations, but
in fact, the extra layer automatically learns masks associated
with the target spectra. This indirect and masking-based spectra
approximation owns the advantages of both spectra and mask
approximation. It can obtain the separation results with higher
smoothness [11] and has less difﬁculties in optimization [21].
Commonly, simultaneously modeling all sources in one
model can achieve better separation performance than only
modeling one target source [11], which owes to the correlations and complementarity of different sources in mixture signals. In addition, the different prediction outputs can be used to
perform the discriminative training. In this paper, we explore
a discriminative objective that not only increases the similarity
between the prediction and its target, but also decreases the similarity between the prediction and the targets of other sources.
In addition, to jointly optimize the SSN and the ARN in the ARSN, we further explore a joint training objective for the ARSN.
Therefore, the ﬁnal objective contains three terms (each term is
surrounded by a pair of brackets), as shown in Eq. (3). The
ﬁrst and second terms are the discriminative objective of SSN,
and the third term is the prediction errors of the SARN and the
NARN. In this paper, we simultaneously deal with all objectives and jointly optimize them in one model, which can help
the optimization of each objective.
2 
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where ŷt and ŷt are the outputs of SARN and NARN, respectively. β and λ specify the relative importance of each term
and can be experimentally chosen.

tra are input into the SSN along with the noisy mixture spectra,
to help the separation. By repeating this process along time, the
separation of the whole sequence can be completed.
Although the ARSN looks like a RNN [4], they have many
essential differences. The key difference is that the recurrent
connection of a RNN is the self-connection of a hidden layer
and that of the ARSN is the connection between the input layer
and output layer. And the recurrent connection of ARSN is performed by a ARN consisting of one input layer, multiple hidden
layers and one output layer, which is explicitly guided to learn
short-term dependencies in data. As the recurrent connections
have explicit learning targets, the ARSN can partly circumvent
the vanishing gradient problem compared to RNN.
Target
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Figure 1: The structure of ARSN.

3. Training Objective
The goal of source separation is to segregate all sources (e.g.,
speech and noise) from a mixture signal. The commonest
method is the time-frequency (T-F) masking technique [16, 21,
22]. Once a T-F mask mt is computed, it can be applied to the
(m)
magnitude spectra xt of mixture signals to obtain the esti(s)
mated separation spectra of one source ỹt (e.g., speech). If
the noise is statistically independent of the speech and they are
(m)
(s)
(n)
(s)
≈ yt + yt [5], where yt and
zero mean, we have xt
(n)
yt are the magnitude spectra of the clean speech and noise,
respectively. Under this assumption, the estimated separation
(n)
spectra ỹt of noise can be obtained by applying (1 − mt ) to
(m)
xt . However, in real environments, the noise is usually not
statistically independent of the speech. Therefore, we relax the
independence assumption and separately evaluate one mask for
each source in mixture signals in this paper. Then, the evaluated
(s)
(n)
separation spectra ỹt and ỹt can be computed as follows:
(s)

ỹt

(n)
ỹt

(s)

(s)

(m)

(n)
mt

(m)
xt

= fm (mt ) = mt ◦ xt
(n)
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4. Optimization
We use the backpropagation through time (BPTT) algorithm
[17] to optimize the ARSN. The basic principle of BPTT is that
of “unfolding”, which means duplicating all recurrent weights
spatially for the arbitrary time steps [4], here referred to as T . A
ARSN can be unfolded to a very deep feedforward network along the time. Fig. 2 shows part of an unfolded ARSN (T = 3),
and the order N of ARN is set to be 2 in Fig. 2.
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=
=
◦
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The symbol ◦ denotes the element-wise multiplication and
(s)
(n)
fm (·) is the T-F masking function. mt and mt are the
masks of speech and noise. In ideal conditions, they are equal
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4.1. Forward propagation
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The forward pass of ARSN is the same as that of a feedforward
network, except that the outputs of SSN will be fed into SARN
and NARN, and in turn, the outputs of SARN and NARN will
(m)
be fed into SSN. Taking the mixture magnitude spectra xt
(t = 1, 2, · · ·, T ) as the input sequence, we chronologically
compute the activations of all layers in the ARSN by Eq. (4).

(n)

and mt are 1 × F row vectors at the frame
t. Here, F is the number of frequency bins.
(s)

Although we can directly learn the ideal masks
(n)
yt
(m)
xt

yt

(m)

xt

and

[21], they don’t directly optimize the actual source sep-

zt,l+1 = Wl × (at,l )T ; at,l+1 = f (zt,l+1 )

aration objective and can’t perform the discriminative training.
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Using the chain rule, we can recursively compute the gradients
of the loss function with respects to all weights in the network
from time T to time 1, as follows:
(5)

To simplify notations, we introduce a variable δ and make
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how much the nodes of the l-th layer in SSN, SARN and NARN
are “responsible” for any errors in their outputs, respectively.
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We choose the deep RNN-based (DRNN) method proposed by
Huang [11] for comparison, which is regarded as the state-ofthe-art in singing-voice separations. We use the implementation
and the best conﬁguration setting provided by Huang [18] for
DRNN in experiments. To be the same as the total number of
parameters of the DRNN, we set that the SSN in ARSN has 3
hidden layers of 1000 units with the rectiﬁed linear unit (ReLu) activation function [6], and both SARN and NARN has one
hidden layers of 250 units with ReLu activation function. As

puted as follows:
(s)

T


5.2. Related models and conﬁgurations
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and nt = −(yt −ỹt )+β(yt −ỹt )+It (δt+1,1 )+It (δt+2,1 ).
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the input nodes corresponding to ỹt from δt+1,1 and δt+2,1 ,
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respectively. Likewise, It (δt+1,1 ) and It (δt+2,1 ) perform sim(n)
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(s)
ilar operation but on δt+1,1 and δt+2,1 . And δt,nl can be com-

δt,nl = (−λ(yt
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We apply the proposed model to singing-voice separations to
examine its effectiveness, but singing-voice separation is not the
only application. It can be easily applied to other source separation task, e.g., speech separation. In fact, as music interferences
are more complex and non-stationary, singing-voice separation
is more challenging than speech separation.
We systematically evaluate the proposed model on the
MIR-1k dataset [8]. This dataset contains 1000 song clips with
total length of 133 min. These clips were extracted from 110
Chinese karaoke songs performed by 11 male and 8 female amateurs. For each clip, the singing voice and the music accompaniment are recorded in different channels and we mix them
at 0 dB to obtain the mixture clips. For training, we randomly choose 794 clips from 9 male and 6 female amateurs as the
training set. And the remaining 206 clips are used for testing.
176 clips of them are from other 2 male and 2 female amateurs, which is used to evaluate the generalization ability to the
unmatched singer. The remaining 30 clips are from the same
amateurs to that of the training set, but have different contents.
We take Source to Interference Ratio (SIR), Source to Artifacts Ratio (SAR), and Source to Distortion Ratio (SDR) as the
evaluation metrics. They measure the ratios of source to interference, artifacts and distortion, respectively, and can be computed by the BSS Eval toolbox [19]. Higher values of SDR,
SAR, and SIR mean the better separation quality.
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Then, we use the limited memory Broyden Fletcher GoldfarbShanno (L-BFGS) algorithm [13] to update the weights Wl .

4.2. Back propagation
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[1, ỹt−2 , ỹt−1 ] and at,1 = [1, ỹt−2 , ỹt−1 ]. And for the output layers (l = nl , the numbers of the layers in SSN, SARN or
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Similar to δt,nl and δt,l , δt,nl and δt,l can be computed by
replacing the superscript (s) in Eqs. (7) and (9) with (n).
After obtaining all δ terms from time T to time 1, the partial
derivatives of the loss function with respects to all weights in the
ARSN can be computed by Eq. (10)
∇Wl =

(n)

(n)

(8)

(s)

(s)

NARN

and denote at,l+1 , zt,l+1 and Wl for NARN. Mathematically, they can be formulated through specializing Eq. (4).
Different with a feedforward network, for the input layer(m)
(m)
(s)
(n)
(s)
s (l = 1) in the ARSN, at,1 = [1, xt , ŷt , ŷt ], at,1 =
(s)

(m)

And δt,l can be computed by as follows:
(s)

where at,l+1 is the activations of the layer (l + 1) at time t,
zt,l+1 is the total weighted sums of inputs to the layer (l + 1)
at time t, including the bias term, and Wl is the connection
weights between the layer l and the layer (l + 1). f (·) is the
element-wise activation function and the symbol (·)T denotes
the transpose of a matrix. To simplify the mathematical deriva(m)
(m)
tion of optimization for the ARSN, we denote at,l+1 , zt,l+1
(m)



(m)
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Figure 2: The effect of unfolding a ARSN for BPTT.
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For the δ term of l-th layer (l = nl − 1, nl − 2, · · ·, 1),
(m)
δt,l can be computed as follows:

y T( s)2 y T( s)3

(7)
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(n)

that DRNN and ARSN consistently outperform DNN. It suggests that recurrent networks are likely more suitable for the
singing-voice separation problem due to the capacity in capturing temporal dependences in sequence data. But due to the
vanishing gradient problem, DRNN does not achieve signiﬁcant
improvements in separation performance compared to DNN. In
contrast, ARSN shows obvious performance improvements, especially on SIR. It mainly owes to the discriminative training
objective that relaxes the assumption of independence between
speech and noise. In addition, the ARSN exploiting the autoregressions of singing voice and music accompaniment can capture the short- and long-term spectral dependences in signals.

Table 2: The performances of different separation models.
Models
DNN
DRNN
ARSN

Frequency (KHZ)

6.4
4.8

3.2

3.2

1.6
0

1.6

0

1.2

8.0

2.5
3.7
Time (s)
(a)

5.0

0

1.2

2.5
3.7
Time (s)
(b)

5.0

6.2

0

1.2

2.5
3.7
Time (s)

5.0

6.2

8.0

Frequency (KHZ)

6.4

4.8

4.8

3.2

3.2

1.6
0

0

6.2

6.4

1.6

0

1.2

2.5
3.7
Time (s)

5.0

6.2

0

Figure 3: Top left: The mixture magnitude spectra (in log scale); Top right: The groundtruth singing voice spectra; Bottom left: the predicted singing voice spectra by 5 order ARN;
Bottom right: the separated singing voice spectra by SSN.

Unmatched singer
SDR SIR
SAR
0.00 0.00
∞
7.80 11.26 8.34
8.07 13.58 8.11
9.04 13.93 9.36
8.88 16.28 9.07

6. Conclusions
In this paper, a novel recurrent network exploiting source autoregressions is proposed and jointly optimized to capture the
short- and long-term spectra dependences in signals. The experiments of singing-voice separation show that the proposed model outperforms the state-of-the-art method. Moreover, we ﬁnd
that relaxing the assumption of independence between speech
and noise can achieve better separation performance. According to this fact, a mask-based discriminative spectra approximation objective are explored, which achieves further improvement of the separation performance.

Table 2 presents the results of different singing-voice separation methods including DNN, DRNN and ARSN. We observe
1 Four

8.0

6.4
4.8

Table 1: The effects of different training objectives on the separation performance

Mix
IRM
Spectra
HuangObj
ProposedObj

8.0
Frequency (KHZ)

First, we compare the effects of 4 different training objectives
on the separation performance, including the ideal ratio mask
[23], the short-time Fourier transform spectral magnitude [24],
the discriminative spectra approximation proposed by Huang
[11], and the proposed mask-based discriminative spectra approximation. They are tested by the DNN-based singing-voice
separation and denoted as ‘IRM’, ‘FFT-Spectra’, ‘HuangObj’
and ‘ProposedObj’, respectively. In all experiments, the used
DNNs have 3 ReLu hidden layers of 1000 units but different output layers for different training objectives. From Table 1,
we observe that HuangObj and ProposedObj signiﬁcantly outperform IRM and FFT-Spectra, and HuangObj performs best
on SDR and SAR. But compared to HuangObj, ProposedObj
achieves signiﬁcant improvement on SIR with only a little losses of SDR and SAR, which shows that ProposedObj can suppress more interferences with very little cost of artifacts and
distortion. Moreover, HuangObj has an unbounded values estimation problem when computing the partial derivative at the
output layer, which makes the optimizations very difﬁcult.

Matched singer
SDR SIR
SAR
0.00 0.00
∞
8.18 11.88 8.75
8.05 13.58 8.01
9.48 14.43 9.80
9.43 17.41 9.62

Unmatched singer
SDR SIR
SAR
9.04 13.93 9.36
9.47 15.03 9.69
9.50 18.26 9.70

Finally, we show some results of the singing-voice separation in Fig. 3. The predicted singing voice spectra present the
clear harmonic structure. It suggests that SARN can capture the
short-term spectral dependences and trace the spectra structure
in singing voice by the AR model. Compared to the predicted
spectra, the separated spectra present more complete structure
and richer details, especially in high frequency bands. It indicates that the singing voice auto-regression captures the spectral
structure that can provide rich information for the separation.

5.3. Results and discussions

Objectives

Matched singer
SDR SIR
SAR
9.48 14.43 9.80
9.96 15.53 10.22
10.24 19.92 10.48

Frequency (KHZ)

(s)

the values of the masks mt and mt exceed 1, to avoid the
unbounded values estimation problem, we constrain the output
of the ARSN to [0, θ] by using a bounded linear activation function f (x) = max(0, min(x, θ)) for the output layer. We set θ
to 2.5 according to the performance on the development set1 .
To optimize the ARSN, we back-propagate the gradients
of the loss function through 100 time steps. Hence, we randomly cascade all clips in training set into a long sequence,
and then ‘chop’ it into sequences of 100 frames (T = 100)
with 50% overlap. The L-BFGS algorithm is used to train the
model from the random initialization, which is paralleled on a
graphics processing unit (GPU). We set the maximum epoch to
400. According to the development set1 , we set β = 0.05 and
λ = 0.1, and the order N of ARN is set to 5. Moreover, to reduce the over-ﬁtting on the training set, we add Gaussian noise
(s)
(n)
(μ = 0, δ = 0.2) to the inputs ŷt and ŷt of SSN.
In all experiments, we use magnitude spectra as the input
feature. We also explore the log-mel ﬁlterbank features and log
power spectrum, but empirically obtain the worse performance.
The spectral representation is extracted by applying a 1024point short time Fourier transform (STFT) with 50% overlap to
the mixture signals. Moreover, we ﬁnd the context features can
further improve the performance for ARSN. Therefore, we use
a 3-frame window of features as the input feature of all models.

clips, Ani 2 02, stool 4 01, bobon 1 01 and heycat 4 09.
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